This is the FINAL MBOS show before the Championships! We are adding is a new ending with a pre- and post- show as well! Additional staging for the color guard and continued musical refinement are critical to keep us moving towards that magic 70 point barrier!

We do have another competition before the MBOS Championships. That will be an SCSBOA competition and parade on Veteran’s Day. I will talk about that in the next newsletter. 😊

**THE TIME IS NOW!**

**MBOS #4 SCHEDULE FOR 11/1**

**Call time 11am for all teams**

11am – 2:30pm Full Practice for ALL TEAMS @ Stadium – *More new routine.*

2:30-3:00 Lunch Break (Bring your own Lunch) pre-loading / equipment

3:00-4:00 Final Loads and Bus Check In

4:00pm Leave Mesa (1/2 Dress)

4:30pm pm Arrive Great Oak HS

6:39pm Perform like Champions!

*We will stay in ½ dress uniform (without shako’s) and go to awards.*

**7:45pm Awards**

9:00 pm Leave (I will text with exact times)

9:30pm Arrive Mesa and Unload (I will text with exact times)

10:00pm pick up (I will text with exact times)

“Success is not a mystery, it is planned.” - Dr. Garvin

**MER TEXT SYSTEM** - text @mer2 at 360-529-5208 to receive MER class messages!

I would plan on the students bringing money for food.